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� First Typography Project

In this project you will learn some type basics in Illustrator, including:
 1. The difference between POINT TYPE and AREA TYPE
 2. Creating OUTLINES (vector objects) from TYPE objects
 3. Creating LOCKABLE CLIPPING LAYERS to make it easier to create complex designs within a CLIPPING MASK
 4. Very basic POSITIVE & NEGATIVE space interactions that are one of the most important  

technical parts of good LOGO DESIGN

What is POINT TYPE?

POINT TYPE is what you create when you CLICK the TEXT TOOL any place on the ART BOARD and start typing. POINT TYPE 
is so-called because the POINT at which you CLICK determines either the LEFT, CENTER, or RIGHT ORIGIN POINT for the 
TYPE OBECT you create. It is useful in cases when only short bit of text are necessary, or when creating names or or small 
word groups that will then be manipulated, either as type or OUTLINES, for Logotypes, decorative texts, or headlines. 

What is AREA TYPE?

AREA TYPE is what you create when you CLICK and DRAG the TEXT TOOL (figure T-1), creating an AREA TEXT RECTANGLE any 
place on the ART BOARD, then start typing. The AREA TYPE will begin (by default) in the upper left hand corner of the 
rectangle where you will see a “blinking” cursor (figure T-2a & T-2b). AREA TYPE is so-called because the TYPE fills only the 
horizontal AREA defined by the RECTANGLE’S right and left borders. Depending on the attributes that you place on the 
type, once the type reaches the farther edge of the rectangle, it jumps down (in most cases) to begin a new line of text. 
Naturally, it also moves down to the next line when you type a HARD or PARAGRAPH RETURN (return key) or a SOFT or 
NON-PARAGRAPH RETURN (hold down the SHIFT KEY and type RETURN).

figure T-1 figure T-2a
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SELECTING TYPE?

To SELECT a single letter, multiple contiguous 
letters, or one or more lines of type in either a 
POINT TYPE or AREA TYPE sequence, CLICK and DRAG over the desired LETTER or LETTERS with the TEXT TOOL (figure 

T-3). For most TEXT EDITING that affects an entire line type sequence, either POINT or AREA, use a SELECTION TOOL to 
CLICK on a BASELINE of the TEXT (figure T-4). Once individual letters, groups of letters, or lines of type are SELECTED, 
they can be edited. You can change the FONT FAMILY (i.e. GARAMOND, HELVETICA, CHARLEMAGNE, etc.) (figure T-5), FONT 
FACE (i.e. REGULAR, ITALIC, BOLD, BOLD ITALIC, etc.), POINT SIZE (height), LEADING (space between lines), BASELINE 
(affecting the selected type only), LETTER ROTATION, and many other attributes through the CHARACTER PALETTE 
(Window>Type>Character or CMD or CNTRL “T”) or the CHARACTER OPTIONS in the OPTIONS BAR (figure T-4). 

figure T-2b

figure T-3 figure T-4

figure T-5
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� Create Outlines: Changing Type Objects into Vector Objects

Even though Illustrator allows you to edit TYPE in innumerable ways, there are certain manipulations that just cannot be 
accomplished on TYPE OBJECTS. At those times, it is necessary to convert the TYPE OBJECT into a VECTOR OBJECT — 

literally accessing the underlying POSTSCRIPT OUTLINES of each letter 
and bringing that into the document as an Illustrator VECTOR OBJECT. 
The first step in this process is SELECTING THE TYPE OBJECT with a 
SELECTION TOOL (figure T-7). Then GO: Type>Create Outlines (CMD or 
CNTRL + SHIFT / “O”) (figure T-8). You will see ANCHOR POINTS around 
the letters rather than the TYPE OBJECT BASELINE under it (figure T-9). 

Do remember that once you have CREATED OUTLINES, the OBJECT is 
no longer a TYPE OBJECT and you can no longer edit its spelling or Font 
characteristics.  
 

The OBJECT you have just created comes into the document as GROUPED OBJECTS. To UNGROUP them, GO: 
Object>Ungroup (or CMD or CNTRL + SHIFT / “G”) to UNGROUP them (figure T-10). You can now SELECT individual letters 

to manipulate them (figure T-11). For this exercise, use only the MOVE (Click & Drag with a SE-
LECTION TOOL, UNIFORM or PROPORTIONAL SCALE (only the size of the Object chang-
es, not the ratio of width to height), and ROTATE to manipulate the letters (figure T-12,-next page). 

figure T-7
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� Using the SCALE and ROTATE TOOLS and/or COMMANDS, manipulate the INDIVIDUAL LETTERS (figure T-13). At this point, 
don’t worry too much about composition, just get the letters changed and moved around. 
With this start, we can put a frame around the jumble of letters.  

This could be done by using a CLIPPING MASK (Object> Clipping Mask>Make), but this leads to some seriou inconvenience 
when working on a composition that is “jumbled” together. Instead, we will make a CLIPPING LAYER. This functions 
exactly like a CLIPPING MASK except that it is a separate SUB-LAYER on the LAYERS PALETTE and can be easily and 
separately locked.

CREATING A CLIPPING LAYER

In the Layers Palette, your TYPE COMPOSITION should appear as SUB-
SUB-LAYERS of a SUB-LAYER of the MAIN LAYER. Select the MAIN LAYER, 
then CLICK on the CREATE NEW SUBLAYER ICON (second from left at the 
bottom of the LAYERS palette) (figure T-14). Select the new Sublayer and use 
the RECTANGLE TOOL to draw a rectangle from the upper left corner of the 
document to the lower right corner (figure T-15). Select the MAIN LAYER again. 
Then CLICK on the MAKE/RELEASE CLIPPING MASK ICON (first on the left 
at the bottom of the LAYERS palette) The retangle you drew in the new 

figure T-12 figure T-13
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figure T-15
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Sublayer “CLIPS” all the Sublayers below 
it so that the parts of the composition 
that were outside the rectangle (in this 
case, the same shape as the document 
sides) are now not visible (figure T-17). 
This CLIPPING LAYER can be locked so 

that you can continue SCALING, ROTATING, and MOVING the 
INDIVIDUAL LETTERS on their Sub-Sublayers without concern 
for the edges of the “Clipping Mask.” As you continue working 
on these TYPE COMPOSITIONS, pay special attention to 
the POSITIVE and NEGATIVE SPACES created by 
overlapping letters.

Once you feel as if you 
understand the process, you may 
want to try working with White 
TYPE on a BLACK DOCUMENT, or 
within circular or eliptical CLIPPING 
LAYERS, or a combination of both 
(figure T-18). 

figure T-16
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figure T-18


